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QUESTION 1

The reason you would select the check box next to “indicate case source variable” in the Add Cases dialog box is to: 

A. Create a new case in your merged data. 

B. Highlight a specific case in one of your variables. 

C. Create a variable identifying the case data source. 

D. Create a variable identifying the variable data source. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A paired samples t4est is different from an independentt-test because it: 

A. Assesses each person twice. 

B. Compares groups on correlations. 

C. Compares groups on means. 

D. Compares groups on variances. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The Merge Files facility is located under whichmenu? 

A. View 

B. Transform 

C. Analyze 

D. Data 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

As the sample size increases, the amount of variabilit9 in the distribution of sample means increases. 

A. True 

B. False 



Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which transformation feature would you use to convert astring variable with values such as Female and Ma/e to a
numeric variable with values I and 2? 

A. Define Variable Properties 

B. Automatic Recode 

C. Visual Binning 

D. Shift Values 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

After studying the figure below1 select the correct statement. 

A. Gss93.sav is the dataset name. 

B. DataSet2 is the dataset name. 

C. DataSet2 is the file name. 



D. DataSet2 is both the file and dataset name. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which statement is true about IOR (inter quartile range)? (Choose two.) 

A. It is used to measure the spread ofthe data. 

B. It is equal to the mode. 

C. It is the range between the values at the 25111 and 75111 percentile. 

D. It indicates whether the variable is normally distributed or not. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

In the Variable View, if you have a series of variables that share the same category coding scheme, you can enter value
labels for one variable, then copy these labels to the other variables. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which interpretation is correctfor this Regression Coefficients table? 

A. For every additional year that you get older, your beginning salary decreases on average by $13. 



B. For every additional year that you get older, your beginning salary decreases on average by $35.9. 

C. Forevery additional year that you get older, your beginning salary increases on average by $13. 

D. For every additional year that you get older, your beginning salary increases on average by $35.9. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

The table below shows statistics for two variables. True or false: all people having a valid value for the variable AGE
WHEN FIRST MARRIED also have a valid value for the variable AGE OF RESPONDENT. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which options are available to edit bar charts? (Choose three.) 

A. Changing patterns displayed in bars 

B. Changing the major increment on the Y axis scale 

C. Displaying data value labels 

D. Changing the variable displayed on the X axis 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 12

Which Pivoting Tray corresponds to the illustrated cross tabulation? 





A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 
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